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EDITORIAL 
Hi Everyone, 

It's been a rather hectic month for me with a trip to Australia 
over Queens Birthday and the trials a week later. Last Sunday 
was the first for ages that I didn't have anything to do! 

By the sounds of it the OY at Huriwai was wet and miserable 
again - anyone watching us would think we're insane running 
around in the mud. If its any consolation, those of us at the 
Australian Queens Birthday were running in the snow! 

Don't forget that the dates for next year's calender are going 
to be determined soon. If you would like to see changes to the 
structure of our season, or in frequency of events etc, make 
your views known to your club and/or the AOA. 

I am off overseas for a month so Keith Stone is kindly filling 
in for me as editor next month. I'm sure he'll do a great job. 

Happy 'O'-ing 

Marquita Gelderman. 
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COMING EVENTS 
JULY: 

Sun 4: OY 3, Muriwai. Signposted from SH16 at Waimauku. 

Sat 10: NZ Secondary School Champs, Wellington. 

Sun 11: Coaching Day, Muriwai. 

Sun 18: Auckland Domain, Park event. 

Sun 18: CDOA OY5, Crater Block. Signposted from SH 38 south 
of Rotorua. 

AUGUST: 

Sun 1: Forest Event, Waiuku Forest. Signposted from Waiuku 
township. 

Sun 8: OY 4, Otakanini Topu, Woodhill Forest. Signposted from 
SH 16 towards Helensville. 

Sun 15: Park Event, Western Springs. 

Sun 15: CDOA OY 5, Patetonga. Take SH2 south of the Bombay 
hills towards Matamata and Ngatea then take SH 27 
to Matamata. Signposted from Patetonga township. 

Sun 22: Rotorua club event Tui Ridge. Signposted from SH5 
between Tirau and Ngongotaha, down Oturoa Rd. 

Sun 29: OY 5, Te Heke. Signposted from SH16 towards 
Helensville. 

NOTE: Start times for Auckland events 10.00 am to 1.30 pm. 
For Central Districts events 11.00am to 1.00pm. 
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NORTH-WEST NEWS 
June must have been a quiet month as I have very little news 
to report. Club members from the WOC squad and development squads 
competed in Australia with varying degrees of success. Marquita 
and Kirsten both had wins in the rocky terrain provided for 
the Australian Queens Birthday event. 

The rest of us slipped and slithered through the mud of Huriwai 
in OY 2. Matthew Crozier won't forget that event in a hurry. 
He ran his car off the road into a ditch but fortunately only 
did some minor damage. Could have been a different story if 
you had gone off the other side! Glad to see you are still with 
us to orienteer another day. 

The last of the Autumn Series events was held on the 16-mile 
map. It has proved to be a popular series with the forest venues 
the main drawcard. 

Rob Garden and Marquita Gelderman are off to Europe this month. 
Hope you enjoy O-Ringen and that your injury allows you to take 
part Rob. 

Last month you should have received an up-to-date AOA membership 
list. Here are some more North West additions... 

Kevin Jose, 27 Highland Rd, Mt Albert. Ph 846-6796 
Penny Hunter, 2/38 Chatham Ave, Mt Albert. Ph 815-1925 
Bob Murphy, 59 Parkhill Rd, Howick. Ph 534-9312 

Stan Foster has moved house but can still be reached on his 
listed phone number. 

Most of the controls from OY 3 at Muriwai will be left out for 
the training day the following Sunday. Come along and receive 
some helpful tips and advice from other club members. It's a 
fun way to improve your skills. 

The August club meeting will be held on the 5th at John and 
Lyn Watson's, 81 Hepburn Rd, Glendene at 7.30 pm. 

North West Newshound. 
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SOUTH AUCKLAND GOSSIP 
Club President Wayne Aspin had a successful Australian trip 
winning the M45 event and Trish, club president no. 2, won the 
W40 grade. 

Huriwai, the second OY to be dogged by wind and rain, was a 
test of endurance for the unfit. Looking through the list of 
19 helpers I note that 17 of them have been in the club for 
over ten years. Where are our new members? 

With the Franklin Primary School event last month have we had 
our last event on the Paerata map? Tom and Sheryl Brownlie are 
selling the farm. Tom has gone out of his way over the years 
to assist us - he competed for a time - and the club plus scouts 
and cross-country runners are in his debt. 

Mrs Moen has been in hospital recently. One of our life members 
who always turns up for events, we wish her a speedy recovery. 

Heard that 'Robbie' in applying for his passport renewal had 
his photo returned with the comment "your head is too small". 

And Jill Evans (who brought Gordon along to Huriwai) had 
difficulty navigating from the finish back to the woolshed. 

MEETINGS. There will be a Special General Meeting of the SAOC 
on 2 August 1993 at the Robinsons' residence, Pukekohe. Among 
the agenda items will be a proposal "to change the name of the 
club". 

The next club meeting is at the Shukers' on 5 July. 

Ken Browne 

HOBBIES 
John's free time is spent fishing. 

Mr. Smith plays golf. 
David Brown does not go swimming. 

Nor does Mr. Rolfe. 
Who's the person keen on bowling 

Which is Mr. Sheen? 

Peter's hobby is canoeing -
He's not Mr. Green. 

Mr. Green is not the swimmer, 
Nor is his pal Bobby. 

Now you can decide their names 
And work out each man's hobby! 

Forename 

Andy 

Surname Hobby 
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Central Chatterbox 

The elite ranks of the club have been somewhat depleted with the absence of Darren 
Ashmore, Rob Jessop and Mark McLean in Australia. The trip combined training on 
terrain more similar to what will be found at the World Orienteering Champs in USA, 
with a Queen's Birthday 2-day event. We hear that Rob Jessop performed very well 
coming 7th overall in competition with some of the top Australians, including a 35 
minute 8km effort. 

Closer to home several club members took advantage of the recent training event at 
Crater Block. Rob Crawford, Clive and Richard Bolt and Tom Davies all travelled south 
and felt they had gained worthwhile experience. 

The club has recently purchased a map plotter to help reduce the time involved when 
preprinted maps are required for an event. Another purchase on behalf of the club is a 
rather elderly Toyota Corolla. This is not to provide the President with a company car! 
Rather it is intended as an economical means of transport for Michael Wood who is 
doing the mapping for the Lake Kereta map, due to be used for the first time during the 
Woodhill 3-day in January. 

Another club social evening has been arranged for the end of mid-term break. We hope 
that club members and their families will take the opportunity to socialise in a different 
setting. The evening will include another "Give Us a Clue" competition so that the 'boys' 
can attempt to even the score with the 'girls'. All very welcome. 

Pot Luck Dinner 
at: Jack Dickey Community Centre 

174 Greenlane Road 
on: Friday 9 July 
from: 6.30pm. 

Members are reminded of the club meeting which is held on the first Wednesday of the 
month at 56 Allens Rd, East Tamaki at 7.30pm. All are most welcome to attend. 

Central Chatterbox would appreciate any contributions for this column. Please give me a 
call on 817-4477 if you have any tidbits. 
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AOA NEWS 
The June meeting of the AOA was held with delegates from North 
West and South Auckland in attendance. 

The venues for two OYs have been changed. Please note that OY 
4 on August 8th will now be on Otakanini Topu while OY 7 on 
October 3 (which counts for double points) will be held on a 
new map in Waiuku Forest. 

Also would OY course setters please be aware that in the series 
Course 4 has a M70+ grade and on Course 7 the M/W under 20 grade 
has been combined with the M/W C-grade. This information did 
come out in the April minutes but appears to have been missed 
by the clubs. 

South Auckland tabled their event fees for the Auckland Champs 
and entry forms will be available shortly. At last a little 
more sanity and a little less greed has prevailed. I know a 
lot of people are horrified at the entry fees for APOC. 

Clubs are now being asked to give some thought to next years 
fixtures list. A small group will be getting together soon to 
set the programme and allocate the dates for our major events. 
The need for this task to be done gets earlier every year! 

The AOA has a new treasurer - Tom Davies of Central Club replaces 
Unni Lewis. 

I attended a NZOF council meeting in May as the Auckland area 
rep. I have to say I felt a little out of my depth at this first 
meeting, especially when money was being discussed. Hopefully 
I will be a little more "clued up" at the next one in August. 
Unfortunately the need to be more business like in our approach 
to the administration of orienteering, and to plan and budget 
several years in advance, has resulted in a mountain of paperwork 
and hours of volunteer time. I'm sure our Executive Committee 
must find it rather daunting at times. Thank You for all the 
work you do. 

The AOA will be providing a trophyto be competed for in the 
Secondary Schools series of events which began in earnest this 
year. As with any new competition there needs to be a bit of 
fine tuning done in some areas, but overall it has acheived 
it's purpose of introducing a large number of teenagers to our 
sport. The increased awareness of orienteering and what it's 
all about can only benefit us in the long term. This year the 
annual Secondary School Champs day attracted over 250 
competitors. 

The OY series is now underway and before we know it the various 
area and National champs will be upon us. Good Grief!! 

Lesley Stone 
Chairman. 
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NEW ZEALAND ORIENTEERING FEDERATION 

NEWSLETTER 

JUNE 1993 

NATIONAL SQUAD MANAGER AND COACH, POSITIONS 

The re-appointment of the above positions are due after the 1993 World 
Championships, in October. Applications are now called for, for the above 
positions and those interested in either position need to request the Job 
Description from the NZOF Secretary. The term of both positions is from 
November 1993 to the conclusion of the 1995 World Championships. 
Applications close with the NZOF Secretary on the 13 August 1993. 

93 /94 HILLARY COMMISSION FUNDING. 

The NZOF will be applying for funding for Promotions of $6000 and for 
Coaching of a similar amount from last year. NZOF's input into promotions 
for 93/94 is $3000 and for coaching $10000. 

1993 COURSE SETTING COMPETITION. 

The Rotorua Orienteering Club was the only club an application was 
received from, therefore; they get the job. Details will shortly be sent to all 
clubs. 

OVERSEAS EVENTS. 

I have entry forms/details of the following overseas event: 

25-27 June 93 Eiker 3-Days 
04-10 July 93 Kainuun Rastiviikko 
21 -25 July 93 Nord Vest-galoppen 
24-25 July 93 Lahti - Suunnistus 
19-26 Sep 93 Explorer's '93 (Aussie Champs) 
01 -05 Aug 94 World Vetrans Cup, Scotland. 

Les Warren 
NZOF Secretary 

HILLARY COMMISSION 
for s p o r t , fitness and l e i s u r e 

The New Zealand Orienteering 
Federation acknowledges the 
support of the Hillary Commission 
and The NZ Sports Foundation Inc 
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FROM THE ARCHIVES 
There was not a lot of activity on the 'O' front in July 1983. 
John Robinson won the Waiuku North OY follwed by Geoff Mead 
and Stan Foster. Cathy Hatwell won the W21A from Trish Aspin 
and Val Robinson. The Young Family group had a win on the 
wayfarers course - 1.8 km in 34.00 mins. 

Two training days by the SAOC on seperate weekends, one a re
run of the OY and the second when a big crowd turned up for 
an event so a hurried course was mapped out. 

Three times around Mangere Mountain for the final Sunday. Tony 
Nichols won two of the courses and was second on the third. 
The area must have been crowded with over 160 competitors. 

The SAOC is 20 years old this year. Does anyone remeber the 
inaugral meeting? And the other clubs in the Auckland area -
Pupuke and North Shore? 

My first 'O' event was organised by Gordon Pirie at the RNZAF 
Base at Hobsonville as part of a PT course. Bean Doherty 
assisted. They were both members of the original NZ vs Australia 
team (1971) with Ralph King, Perry Cuningham, Sverre Moen, Colin 
Battley and Jack Ralston. The first women were included in 1973 
and were Robyn Davies and Margaret Vercoe. 

Ken Browne. 

OY COURSE SETTERS 

After two OYs I am disappointed that course setters have had 
the courses too long and/or too steep, and therefore estimated 
winning times are being exceeded. I don't mean to be too critical 
as I realise there is a lot of work involved in 
setting/controlling an OY, but clubs do have past courses and 
results to use as a guideline, and the weather is always likely 
to be terrible in winter. Please set shorter courses if in doubt. 
It is not much fun even for fit orienteers to be out on steep 
farmland fo much more than an hour. We have had 30% of our 
starters either DNFing or taking longer than 100 minutes in 
the last two OYs. If this continues we will end up with fewer 
starters! 

Also I have had a couple of comments about the new gradings 
especially M40-49. Should this grade be split into 5 year age 
groups again? Comments please. 

Rob Garden, 
AOA Technical Officer. 
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NOTICES 
WHANGAREI TWO DAY OY6 
SEPTEMBER 18 & 19 1993 

We have decided to run the OY on our new map, Gumtown, about 
10 minutes drive from Maungatapere or Whangarei. The area is 
one of rolling spur/gully with pockets of bush. 

Directions will be sent for a later issue. Normal OY start times 
and course lengths. 

On the day before (Saturday) we will have an event at Omu Creek 
for anyone into contours. Recently grazed so it's clean 
underfoot. Three courses will be on offer - 5, 3, and 1.5 km, 
start times between 11.30 am and 1.00 pm. Course closure 2.30 
pm. The map is 8 km from Dargaville. 

Saturday night accomodation is available at the Dargaville High 
School hostel. Bring your own bedding and pillow case. $30 
inclusive for bed, dinner and continental breakfast. Options 
are cooked brekkie $2 extra and a packed lunch for $3 extra. 

Friday night bed and breakfast is available at half price 
although the kitchen will be closed. 

Janice Cyprian, ph (09) 439-8742, will take hostel bookings. 
Absolute deadline is September 13th. 

WAIPU 4 HOUR ROGAINE 
NOVEMBER 14 1993 

We've given you a weekend off after the Relays, Nationals and 
Auckland Champs so you should be ready for a 4 hour jog this 
year at Waipu Caves. Same location, maybe a bigger map, maybe 
a better map. 

Put it on your calender. 
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OFFER OF EMPLOYMENT 

Getting my priorities right, and, why not. 

Is there any unemployed orienteer out there who might be 
interested in the following employment position: 

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR 

The position requires a person to take charge of the day to 
day running of a printing and packaging department at my 
employers East Tamaki factory. 

Requirements being asked for: 

* Reliable and enthusiastic with a hands on attitude. 

* Administrative and people management skills. 

* A basic electrical and mechanical knowledge would be helpful. 

Phone me on 576-6850 (Home) or 274-4152 (Bus). 

Mike Ashmore. 

FOR SALE 

One pair of Nike Air running shoes, as new. Size UK 7.5, US 8.5, 
Euro 42. $80.00. 

Phone Rob Jessop, 828-4907 if you are interested. 
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PROMOTION CONFERENCE 
IWITAHI CAMP 

TAUPO 
JULY 9 - 1 1 t h 1993 

WHAT'S THE FUTURE OF ORIENTEERING IN NEW ZEALAND? 

Is your club thriving ? Struggling? 
WHAT ACTIONS CAN BE TAKEN TO IMPROVE YOUR SITUATION. 

The conference will consist mainly of workshops. The outcome will be a 
collection of promotion ideas and plans that have worked . The intention is 
that clubs will be better able to get and keep members. 

The challenge for conference members? 
- to identify plans from among all those which surface this weekend 

and to go home and convince their clubs to put them into action. 
FRIDAY EVENING. - Participants assemble. 

Socialisation 
General discussion on our strengths & weaknesses. 

SATURDAY MORNING 

DIRECTIONS - Where to ?? Greg Barbour. 
WORKING SESSIONS 

MAKING THE MOST OF EXISTING STRUCTURES 

MORNING TEA 

KIWISPORT AND ORIENTEERING IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL 

This session will include practical demonstration of a Kiwisport 
"package" presentation for schools and other beginners. 

LUNCH 

SPORTFIT AND ORIENTEERING IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS 

ORIENTEERING AT TERTIARY LEVEL 

AFTERNOON TEA 

STRATEGIES FOR GAINING NEW MEMBERS 
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STRATEGIES FOR RETAINING MEMBERS 

TIME OUT & EVENING MEAL 
SATURDAY EVENING 

RE-IMAGING - THE PROBLEMS AND THE POSSIBILITIES 
- OUTDOOR EDUCATION CENTRES PROGRAMME 

A NATIONAL ORIENTEERING WEEK IN 1995 ? 

FUNDING MAJOR INITIATIVES - WHAT ARE THE 
ALTERNATIVES ? 

SUNDAY MORNING 
REPORTING BACK AND ACTION PLANS 

THE NATIONAL PROMOTION TASKS -WHAT DO CLUBS 
WANT DONE? 
PUBLICATIONS 
PUBLICITY - WHAT IS BEING DONE 

A NATIONAL PUBLICITY OFFICER? 
MAPSPORT - WHERE NEXT ? 

LUNCH AND CAMP CLEAN-UP 

SUNDAY AFTERNOON - ORIENTEERING AT OPEPE WEST 
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PROMOTION CONFERENCE 
IWITAHI CAMP TAUPO 

JULY 9 - 11th 1993 

REGISTRATION FORM 

CLUB 

NUMBER OF PEOPLE ATTENDING 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

Extras welcome. Please add names on back of form. 
Cost is $20 per person. This includes 2 nights 
accommodation, continuous soup & toast Friday 
night, all meals Saturday, plus breakfast and 
lunch on Sunday. Bring your own sleeping bags and 
blankets(plenty). I would appreciate pre-payment 
if at all possible. It makes catering easier. 
Bring your O gear. There is an event at Opepe 
West on Sunday afternoon. There are big log fires 
at Iwitahi and plenty of wood but bring plenty of 
warm clothes just in case. 
Registrations to Judy Martin, 

1 Gillespie Pl 
Mapara Rd 
Taupo R D 1 

by June 30th please. 
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DEAR CONFERENCE PERSON, 
It would be a great help if you could come to conference 

with some of your local facts and figures : 
1. The club Membership for the last five years. 

2. Some rough idea of length of membership : 
10 years + 
6 - 12 years? 
3 - 6 years? 
1 - 3 ? 

New members? 
3. Can you track down some recent ex-members and find out 

- what reasons they give for leaving? 
- what they liked about "O" ? 
- what they got from being a club member (as distinct 

from their enjoyment of orienteering itself) ? 
- what was less attractive about "O"/ Club membership? 

4. Could you ask some existing members 
- what they like about "O"? 

why they joined the club (rather than just come to 
events paying only event fees) 

- what they dislike about "O"? 
- whether they are orienteering less than they used to 

and if so, why? 
5. Do you have a permanent course(s) in your area? 

If so in what way is it promoted/maps sold/maintained? 

6. How many Mapsport does your club buy? 
How are they paid for ? By club members? By club? 
Is it worth going on with? 

PRACTICAL DETAILS 

Take the main Napier - Taupo highway and proceed about 26 
kms to the old forest H.Q. buildings on the right side of the 
road when travelling from Taupo. Turn left down the sign posted 
road to the Iwitahi Outdoor Education Centre. 

Previously advertised information on equalising costs for 

The N.Z.O.F. management committee has changed its mind! 
North Island clubs wwill be responsible for the travel costs 

of their own representatives. S.I. clubs will get N.Z.O.F. assis
tance . 
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JUNIOR TRAINING CAMP 
AUGUST 29 - SEPTEMBER 3 

Applications are now open for the Development Squad training 
camp to be held at Houghtons Bush Camp, Muriwai, Auckland. 

Development Squad members and other 17-21 year olds are invited 
with some flexibility on age given depending on the applicant's 
ability. 

There will be an abundance of experienced coaches and the camp 
is held in the week before the Central Districts Champs in 
Rotorua, which is the first of the selection races for the 
Australia/New Zealand challenge teams for the APOC carnival. 

Cost is $125.00 and includes food, accommodation, transport, 
and maps. South Islanders are eligible for an NZOF travel subsidy 
to Wellington and travel will be arranged from Wellington to 
the camp and back via the CD champs. 

Please send $125, cheques made out to "NZ Development Squad", 
before August 15 to Rob Garden, 47A Forbes St, Royal Oak, 
Auckland, with the following information. 

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

PHONE: 

EXPERIENCE: 

Any Enquiries, phone Michael Wood (04) 566-2645 
or Bruce Henderson (04) 565-1524 
or Rob Garden (09) 634-3676 (After Aug 10). 
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SENIOR TRAINING CAMP 
AUGUST 28-29 

Applications are now open for a 2 day senior training camp for 
those aged 21 and over who would like some coaching. 

Topics covered will include simplification, relocation, compass 
work, route choice, attack points, and physical training. 

The camp starts at 7.30pm on Friday 27 August and goes through 
until lunchtime Sunday 29 August. 

It will be held at Houghtons Bush Camp at Muriwai, and is a 
great opportunity for those taking the Nationals and area champs 
seriously to brush up on some skills. 

Cost is $60 and covers accommodation, food, maps, and transport. 
There will be a large emphasis on evening discussion and 
participants will be expected to attend the entire camp. 

Please send $60, cheques payable to "NZOF", to R. Garden by 
August 15th with the following information. 

NAME: 

AGE: 

ADDRESS: 

PHONE: 

EXPERIENCE: 

Send to: Rob Garden 
47A Forbes St 
Royal Oak 
Auckland 

Enquiries to Michael Wood ph (04) 566-2645 
or Bruce Henderson (04) 565-1524 
or Rob Garden (09) 634-3676 (After Aug 10) 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
DATES STRUCTURE FOR ORIENTEERING 

Dear Editor, 

It is nearly time to consider new season dates and to give a 
thoughtful structure to our season. I am convinced we need a 
break in our season and with next year having APOC and the 
Woodhill 3-Day in January and the Nationals at Queens Birthday 
it is obvious the early part of the year is going to be busy. 
Why not have a 2-3 month break after Queens Birthday? The weather 
is often terrible in June/July and also, a break will have people 
very eager to start again. 

At the moment we have OYs a month apart. Last year we did a 
survey of all Auckland orienteers and the overwhelming preference 
was for OYs to be held 2 weeks apart. I think we should have 
an "all-or-nothing" structure instead of drip feeding events 
over a long period. Any other sport has a season which has the 
next game the next week. This is particuarly important for 
enthusiastic newcomers, and I certainly remember my eagerness 
for the next event. 

Why don't we have events every weekend? Because we don't have 
enough manpower. As it is many people are overworked and this 
can eventually be a cause for people leaving the sport. 

My suggestion for 1994 is: 

Rob Garden. 
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Dear Marquita, 

As the AOA statistician I have been told of a change in the basis of calculating points for the 
Auckland "Orienteer of the Year" competition. I emphasise that the following comments are 
based only on what I have been told, I have not yet received anything in writing from the 
AOA, but I am concerned that an element of unfairness would be introduced into the 
competition. I believe your readers should be aware of the suggested changes so that they can 
make their views known to their club representatives on the AOA. 

At present the OY events are open to any orienteers but points in the competition are only 
awarded to financial members of the four clubs, Central, North West, South Auckland and 
Whangarei and members of other clubs who pay a fee of $1 each. We get quite a few visitors 
from other clubs during the year but not many on a regular basis. Last year about 12 members 
of the Hamilton club travelled up regularly enough to warrant joining the competition. 

I understand that the competition will now be opened to orienteers from all clubs and the $1 
fee is to be abolished. This means that points will be calculated for all competitors, not just 
those who compete regularly, which could often distort the results. For example, imagine two 
competitors, A and B. In the first event A wins in 60 mins and B is 4th in 75 mins, A gets 20 
points while B gets 12 points. In the next event the roles are reversed, B takes 60 mins and A 
is 3 places behind in 75 minutes. However the NZ champion from Wellington (this is only 
hypothetical after all) is visiting Auckland for the weekend and wins in 40 mins. Now the 20 
points goes to the Wellingtonian, B gets 9 and A gets 6. So after 2 events, instead of the points 
for A and B being even, A has 26 and B has 21. Is that fair? 

The argument can be put that if someone is good enough to win they are entitled to the 
winning points. However this is the Auckland OY competition isn't it. What about the next 
group of travelling orienteers from Scandinavia that visit us, do they win all the points between 
them? Our area championships are only awarded to AOA club members so should our OY 
competition be any different? On this basis of course, we shouldn't even let our Hamilton 
neighbours compete. 

Another problem I foresee is knowing whether competitors are financial. At present I work 
from lists of financial members provided by the club treasurers plus those from other clubs who 
pay their $1. I ignore anybody else in the results when I calculate the OY points. What am I 
supposed to do in future when I see a competitor with a "foreign" club name? Do I assume 
he/she is financial -I don't want to have to go ringing up clubs all round the country every 
month. There are always quite a few people who appear on the OY results as Auckland club 
members who are not financial - should they be treated any differently? In other words, if it is 
alright to include visitors from outside Auckland shouldn't we be including all competitors 
whether financial or not. Although this would mean I would not have to check the club lists 
each month, I think it would be a backward step. There are precious few rewards for belonging 
to a club now, and you would be removing one of the reasons people join a club if you open 
the OY series to every-one 

I do not support the proposed changes in the competition. It has worked very well in its 
present form for many years and I can't see any reason to change unless it is for improvement. 
Do your readers think it will be improved? 

Keith Stone 
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AUSTRALIAN ORIENTEERING TRIP 
QUEENS BIRTHDAY 1993 

On the 4th of June, 42 New Zealanders travelled to Australia 
for an orienteering trip that involved 6 days training on a 
variety of maps and 4 days of races. The trip was originally 
planned as a Development Squad training trip but eventually 
18 WOC Squad members joined in as they were looking for 
experience and competition in different terrain. the timing 
was excellent as the trials to select the team for the World 
Champs were to be held a week after we returned. 

We arrived in Sydney and travelled to Belanglo Forest, 1.5 hours 
south of Sydney, where we stayed in a house owned by the NSW 
Orienteering Federation. This was right next to an excellent 
map called "Miners Despair". The next day we trained on 
"Inverary", considered to be the best gully/spur map in Australia 
and this was followed by a karaoke night where we took over 
the local pub. On Sunday we went to an OY near Canberra where 
we had some excellent performances. In M21E Greg Barbour, Bill 
Teahan, Mark McLean and Phillip Wood all did well while in W21E 
Jeanine Browne came a close second with Marquita Gelderman 4th. 
David Farquhar won M20A with Aidan Boswell 2nd, while Shaun 
Collins won M21A. 

On Monday we trained on "Miners Despair", a rocky, scrubby area, 
and the moved up to the Central Coast region for two more days 
of training on "Calga Ridge", another rocky map, and "Hawkemount" 
a 'green' gully/spur map. 

Thursday was spent in the cars and buses travelling to Armidale 
about 6 hrs drive north of Sydney. The buses took 9 hrs thanks 
to two flat tyres!! On Friday we had a leisurely day training 
on "Dumaresq Dam", an area adjacent to the 2-day map. As the 
week went on the training became lighter as the 2-day was going 
to be held on fairly physical terrain and the selectors were 
looking at results to help them pick the World Champs team. 

Our results were excellent at the 2-day which was also the 
Australian World Champs selection trials with Marquita Gelderman 
winning W21E and becoming the first New Zealander to win a major 
elite race in Australia. (Alistair Landels was a close second 
at Easter 1992). Other notable performances were a win by Trish 
Aspin in W40A and Sasha Middleton in W20A with Kirsten Ambler 
2nd and Jo Henderson 3rd in the same grade. Cassie Trewin won 
W18A while Frances Rutledge was 4th and in W21A Antonia Wood 
came 4th. Fraser Mills was 3rd in M16A. In M18A Peter AMbler 
was 3rd and Tim Sleath was 5th. David Farquhar won M21A and 
in the same grade Simon Teahan was 5th, Aidan Boswell 6th, and 
Rolf Boswell 7th. In the M35A grade Mark McKenna was 3rd and 
Ted van Geldermalsen 5th, in M40A Max Kerrison won and in M45A 
Michael Wood was 1st and Wayne Aspin 4th. 

So, out of 11 grades we won 7 and we sure let the Aussies know 
it at the prizegiving with Mexican waves and loud cheering every 
time a NZer was called up. 
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The last day was a relay in which our best individual results 
were by Rob Jessop, David Farquhar, Peter Hill and Phillip Wood 
in M21A, and Kirsten Ambler, Jeanine Browne and Antonia Wood 
in W21A. Other excellent runs were by Peter Ambler, Mark McKenna, 
Fraser Mills and Wayne Aspin. 

All in all a very successful trip with many friendships 
developing both within our group and with the Australians, 
and lots of orienteering experience gained which will be useful 
in future international competitions. 

The next trip for juniors coincides with the World Cups in 
Australia in the week of April following New Zealands first 
ever World Cup at Easter. There is a Southern Cross Junior 
Challenge to which invitations to many countries have been sent. 
Teams of 4 men and 4 women will be selected for each of 3 age 
groups so we could send a maximum of 24 people. This is a major 
and worthwhile goal for up and coming juniors. 

Rob Garden, 
Organiser. 

MINERS DESPAIR 

HAWKEMOUNT 

INVERARY 
CALGA RIDGE 
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1993 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM 

As a result of the recent trials to select a team to travel 
to the World Orienteering Championships the following people 
have been named. 

MEN 

Darren Ashmore 
Greg Barbour 
David Farquhar 
Rob Jessop 
Alistair Landels 

Reserve: Bill Teahan 

WOMEN 

Jeanine Browne 
Katie Fettes 
Marquita Gelderman 
Tania Robinson 

A 5th woman may be selected 
at a later date. 

The trials involved a short-O on a new Waiuku Forest map and 
two long distance races on a new map called Tyger Country in 
Kaingaroa Forest. 

The selectors were Wayne Aspin (Convenor of selectors), John 
Robinson (WOC Squad coaching co-ordinator) and Ann Scott of 
Southland. 

Darren Ashmore and David Farquhar are both new members of the 
same and won selection with winning performances in the trials. 
Katie Fettes has run in 4 World Champs previously starting in 
1983. Both Alistair and Jeanine have competed 3 times while 
Rob Jessop and Tania Robinson have run twice. Bill, Greg and 
Marquita ran in 1991 only. 

The trial results were: 

SHORT-O 

WOMEN (AM RACE) 

1. Marquita Gelderman 28.55 
2. Jeanine Browne 30.09 
3. Tania Robinson 30.48 
4. Antonia Wood 36.24 
5. Sasha Middleton 39.11 
6. Alison Stone 50.34 

MEN (AM RACE) 

1. Darren Ashmore 35.28 
2. Rob Jessop 36.53 
3. Phillip Wood 37.07 
4. Bryan Teahan 37.57 
5. Alistair Cory-Wright 38.04 
6. Dave Melrose 38.10 
7. Bill Teahan 41.22 
8. Paul Dalton 42.06 
9. David Farquhar 42.55 
10. Aidan Boswell 43.49 
11. Peter Hill 44.41 
12. Mark McLean 44.56 
13. Shaun Collins 45.44 
14. Rob Crawford 47.44 
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MEN (PM RACE) 

1. Rob Jessop 31.12 
2. Darren Ashmore 33.21 
3. Peter Hill 34.33 
4. Bryan Teahan 34.48 
5. Mark McLean 34.51 
6. Bill Teahan 34.53 
7. Alistair Cory-Wright 34.55 
8. Dave Melrose 35.55 
9. Phillip Wood 36.12 
10. Paul Dalton 39.19 
11. David Farquhar 39.37 
12. Aidan Boswell 41.06 
13. Shaun Collins 42.30 
14. Rob Crawford 45.35 

WOMEN (PM RACE) 

1. Tania Robinson 31.32 
2. Jeanine Browne 31.40 
3. Marquita Gelderman 34.41 
4. Alison Stone 43.31 
5. Antonia Wood 46.28 

"TYGER COUNTRY" 

WOMEN (SATURDAY) 

1. Marquita Gelderman 58.30 
2. Joanne Henderson 64.31 
3. Tania Robinson 67.19 
4. Alison Stone 68.23 
5. Jeanine Browne 73.31 
6. Antonia Wood 81.47 
7. Sasha Middleton 86.53 
8. kirsten Ambler 111.35 

MEN (SATURDAY) 

1. David Farquhar 70.35 
2. Aidan Boswell 72.11 
3. Bill Teahan 73.56 
4. Shaun Collins 74.12 
5. Peter Hill 75.22 
6. Dave Melrose 75.38 
7. Phillip Wood 75.56 
8. A. Cory-Wright 76.04 
9. Rob Jessop 78.28 
10. Mark McLean 79.19 
11. Rob Crawford 81.07 
12. Matthew Tuck 81.08 
13. Darren Ashmore 88.13 
14. Bryan Teahan 120.00 

Paul Dalton DNF 

WOMEN (SUNDAY) 

1. Tania Robinson 66.00 
2. Marquita Gelderman 70.09 
3. Jeanine Browne 73.38 
4. Antonia Wood 75.41 
5. Sasha Middleton 77.29 
6. Joanne Henderson 78.39 
7. Kirsten Ambler 85.21 

8. Alison Stone 91.08 

MEN (SUNDAY) 

1. Aidan Boswell 108.17 
2. Peter Hill 109.02 
3. David Farquhar 109.07 
4. Dave Melrose 110.55 
5. Darren Ashmore 111.35 
6. A. Cory-Wright 112.42 
7. Bill Teahan 115.06 
8. Shaun Collins 120.59 
9. Paul Dalton 121.06 
10. Rob Jessop 124.35 
11. Phillip Wood 126.19 

All the competitors owe a lot to the course setters and 
controllers, Rolf Boswell, Wayne Aspin, Roy Edwards, Ken Holst 
and Mark McKenna, and to the selectors who had to make the 
most difficult decision I have seen for a World Champs team. 

Rob Garden. 
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BACK TO BASICS 
PART FOUR: USING THE COMPASS 

Contrary to popular opinion, orienteering is not all about 
"compass bearings". As anyone who has tried the sport soon 
realises, map reading and interpretation is the fundamental 
skill of the sport. A compass is merely an aid to map reading 
and is of greater or lesser importance depending on the terrain. 
On steep, open farmland the compass is less useful whereas in 
vague flat forest of low visibility it may be the only way you 
can tell which way you are going. 

The best orienteers are able to recognise when an accurate 
compass bearing is needed and then are able to use that bearing 
properly. Many 'average' orienteers could save themselves minutes 
of errors by learning to use their compass correctly. 

1. TAKING A BEARING 

In orienteering there are no numbers involved at all when taking 
a bearing i.e you don't calculate that you have to travel at 
174.6° for 258 metres. Follow the diagrams below and practise 
the steps at home on an old course. 

1. Lay the compass on the map 
with the edge parallel to the 
desired direction. Make sure 
the 'direction-of-travel' arrow 
is pointing towards the 
destination. 

2 Turn the housing so the 
arrow and lines in the 
middle line up with the 
magnetic north lines. 
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3 Take the compass off the map and 
rotate yourself until the needle 
and the arrow in the centre of 
the housing line up. 

Follow the 'direction-of-travel' 
arrow. 

As you set better at this 
you will be able to take 
bearings on the run. 

2. WHEN TO TAKE BEARINGS 

a. WHEN LEAVING A CONTROL 

Personally, I take a bearing when I leave every single control, 
including the last one if necessary and certainly from the start 
triangle. I use this bearing to ensure I leave the control in 
the right direction. Whether or not I use it any more than that 
depends on the leg. With practise you will be able to take a 
bearing on the run and little or no time will be lost taking 
it. If you sight the next control in the distance, take a bearing 
for the next leg before you get to the control. 

Taking a bearing when leaving the control is especially important 
when you have just made an error finding it. For example... 

On your way to 4 you probably noticed 
that your exit direction to no. 5 is about 
90° from your entry direction. However, 
you bungle no. 4 and enter at a completely 
different direction to what you originally 
expected. Leaving at 90° now is clearly 
wrong. 

Stopping and taking a bearing now has 
a dual purpose - you are sure of the 
correct direction to no. 5 

you can stop and 
collect your thoughts after an error. 
Calm down!! 
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b. WHEN CROSSING A LINEAR FEATURE 

While contouring around the 
hill to control 7 it is easy 
to drift off course. When 
you hit the track a quick 
check of the compass will 
indicate where you are on 
it. The angles of each section 
of track are very different. 

Errors such as this have 
been known to happen! A 
quick look at compass will 
alert you to the possibility 
you may have hit the wrong 
track! 

The above two examples use the 
compass to orientate the map 
and match the direction of the 
feature on the ground with the 
feature on the map. The needle 
must line up with the north lines 
on the map. 
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c. ACCURATE COMPASS BEARINGS 

The previous two examples involved taking a "rough" bearing 
for direction. Sometimes you will need to be more precise e.g 
in very flat or vague areas. 

An accurate bearing is needed 
from the hill top to ensure you 
go down the right spur. 

From the clearing to the 
control there is nothing 
to indicate where you are. 
An accurate bearing is your 
only hope of finding the 
control. 

Don't be afraid to take multiple bearings on the same leg. You 
may need one bearing to reach a feature half way along the leg 
and then another from there to the control. 
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3. HOW TO FOLLOW A BEARING 

a. Hold the compass flat !! 

b. Take your bearing, then look ahead in the correct direction. 
Pick out an obvious landmark e.g an oddly coloured tree, a stump, 
a rock, a bush. Now forget your compass and run to that landmark. 
When you get there do the same thing again - line up needle 
and arrow on your compass, look ahead and pick out another 
landmark and run to it. By doing this you will avoid drifting 
sideways and ending up some distance to the left or right of 
the control. With practise this becomes automatic. 
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4. POSSIBLE PROBLEMS 

a. BIAS IN YOUR RUNNING 

You will find you have a tendency to run to the left or right 
of obstacles eg trees, logs, bits of green. These sideways 
movements will add up and you will end up to that side of the 
control. Sighting objects in the distance will help this. 

b. MALFUNCTIONING COMPASS 

They say a bad workman blames his tools but a faulty compass 
may be difficult to detect until you realise all your bearings 
seem to be out. 

i. Old compasses - compasses do wear out as they get old. 
You will notice the needle takes a lot longer to settle 
and wavers a lot as you run. This may not be important 
if you only walk around a course but if speed is important 
it will slow you down. 

ii. Don't expose your compass to magnets eg a magnetic torch 
during a night event! They will depolarise and point south. 

iii. Northern hemisphere compass. Look closely at your compass. 
In tiny letters it should have 'MS' on it meaning magnetic 
south. If it has 'MN' on it, throw it away, unless you 
plan to travel to the northern hemisphere. 

iv. Metals. Some metals will affect the magnetic needle eg 
staples in the map underneath your compass. Metal whistles 
and possibly fences may also confuse the needle. 

5. THUMB COMPASSES 

These are designed to be held in the same hand as the map and 
used to keep the map orientated to north continually by making 
sure the needle stays lined up with the north lines on the map. 
Newer models have a movable housing and can be used in the same 
way as a baseplate compass. 

Marquita Gelderman 
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Shin Injuries and How 
to Deal With Them 

by Dr John Hellemans 

'Doctor, I think I've got 
shin splints', is a 
common introduction 
to a consultation at 
our sports medicine 

clinic. Shin pain is one of the more 
common ailments affecting the 
recreational as well as competitive 
athlete. Shin pain comes a close 
second behind knee injuries in 
sports which have running and 
jumping as their basic movement, 
including aerobics and team sports. 
Shin pain is a common running 
injury among triathletes, especially 
when they come from a non 
running background. Among 
health professionals and the public 
there is still much confusion about 
shin pain, its causes and treatment. 
Shin splints is the more common 
and popular name for this pain but 
it needs to be made clear that shin 
splints can have different causes 
and therefore treatments. 

The three main causes of shin 
pain in active people are stress 
fractures, tendonitis and 
compartment syndrome. 

Stress Fractures — a stress 
fracture of the shin is a hairline 
fracture through the shin bone or 
the calf bone, which occurs over a 
period of time through excessive 
stress on the bone. More often this 
occurs in the lower one third, 
especially at the inside area of the 
shin bone, although it can also 
happen in other areas of the shin 
and calf bone. 

Stress fractures are more 
common amongst runners, track 
and field athletes and in jumping 
sports, including aerobics. The 
repetitive jarring movement over 
time can cause the shin bone to 
fatigue and then crack. A complete 
fracture can then occur from a 
relatively minor force. A dramatic 
photo was shown in our national 
newspapers some months ago, of 
a triple jumper literally snapping his 

leg during take off. Most likely he 
had an underlying stress fracture of 
his shin bone. 

In the early stages of a stress 
fracture there is a slight ache in the 
affected area of the shin later 
during activity. Over time the pain 
becomes more intense and is 
present during exercise as well as 
after. 

X-rays do not always reveal a 
stress fracture and the diagnosis is 
often clinical, made from known 
history and current examination. 

However, it can be confirmed with 
a Bone Scan. The only effective 
treatment for a stress fracture of 
the shin bone is rest for at least six 
weeks. By rest we mean relative 
rest. During this time aerobic 
fitness can be maintained through 
non-weight bearing exercise like 
swimming, cycling and aqua 
jogging. 

Sometimes underlying 
biomechanical problems can 
contribute to the cause of stress 
fractures and that can be corrected 

Pressures in the leg can be measured with a pressure transducer which is attached to 
a needle in the muscle, during and following running. 
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with orthotics and appropriate 
strengthening exercises. 

Tendonitis — tendons are 
attached to the inside of the shin 
bone. These tendons control the 
movement of the lower leg, ankle 
and foot. If the tendon is 
overstressed, either by doing too 
much, too fast, too soon or by 
a biomechanical malalignment, 
the tendon can become inflamed. 
That is then called tendonitis. 
An example of a common 
malalignment causing tendonitis of 
the shin is excessively pronating feet 
(rolling on of the ankle and rear 
foot). This causes inward rotation 
of the shin bone, combined with an 
excessive pulling force of the 
tendons on the inside of the shin. 

Tendonitis responds well to 
physiotherapy, anti-inflammatory 
medication, correction of 
biomechanical problems through 
orthotics and exercises. This needs 
to be followed up by a carefully 
constructed and progressive 
training programme. The use of 
soft, flat surfaces during the 
time of rehabilitation is also 
recommended. 

Compartment Syndrome — 
the lower leg is divided into four 
muscle compartments. A muscle 
compartment consists of muscles 
surrounded by a sheath. The four 
muscle compartments of the lower 
leg are situated in front of the shin 
(anterior), the inside of the shin 
(deep posterior), the outside of the 
lower leg (lateral) and the calf 
(posterior). 

During exercise the muscles 
require an increase in blood supply 
to respond to the increased demand 
of the muscle for oxygen. This 
causes the muscle to swell up. If 
the sheath around the muscle 
compartment is too tight, the 
muscles are unable to get enough 
blood supply and the subsequent 
increase in pressure combined with 
the lack of oxygen in the muscle 
cells causes pain. 

A feeling of excessive tightness 
of the affected muscle 
compartment is the most common 
symptom. The compartments most 
affected are the anterior and deep 
posterior compartments, but the 
other two compartments can also 
be affected. Apart from excessive 
tightness of the shin and calf, there 
can be additional tingling, 

numbness and weakness of the foot 
due to pressure on the nerves in the 
lower leg. Often the affected 
muscle compartment is visibly 
swollen during and after exercise 
and feels tight on palpation. The 
reason behind the tightness of the 
sheath in compartment syndrome 
is not well known. It is thought that 
jarring movements can cause micro 
tears in the sheath, which then heals 
with less elastic scar tissue. 

Compartment syndrome is 
more common in the sport of 
aerobics and running. Toe running 
is a common cause of compartment 
syndrome. Correcting running 
technique will then help to relieve 
the symptoms. Of the conservative 
treatments the most effective is 
massage therapy. 

Massage therapy causes the 
underlying muscle to relax and any 
scar tissue of the muscle and 
surrounding sheath can be softened 
and broken down. However, if 
there is an underlying bio-
cmechanical problem eg. with over 
pronation — it is definitely worth 
while to correct this as well. 

The diagnosis can be 
confirmed by pressure studies, 
whereby a needle, attached to a 
pressure transducer, is placed 
within the muscle compartment. A 
high pressure reading at rest 
immediately following exercise 
confirms the diagnosis. If the 
symptoms persist despite 
conservative treatment, surgery is 
the next step. The surgeon simply 
splits the tight sheath around the 
affected muscle group and the 
muscle can 'breathe' again. 
Although this sounds rather drastic 
the results in general are very good. 

According to the literature 90% of 
sports people who undergo surgery 
for compartment syndrome have 
excellent results and can return to 
their previous activities without any 
remaining symptoms. 

There are still many people 
who give up their physical activities 
because of persistent shin pain. I 
hope I have made clear that once 
proper diagnosis is made shin pain 
can often successfully be 
treated. NZA 

Dr John Hellemans is a 
Christchurch based sports medicine 
practitioner and a national 
representative triathlete. 

J FOSTER RACING 
CYCLEWORKZ 
CUSTOM BUILT 
FRAMESETS IN 

REYNOLDS 
COLUMBUS 
ALUMINIUM 
RACE PROVEN 
QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP 
INQUIRES TO: 
J FOSTER RACING CYCLEWORKZ 
131 BEACH ROAD, PAPAKURA 
PH (09) 2960159 
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CALENDER 
JULY 4 NW OY 3 Muriwai 

10 NZ Sec School Champs Wellington 
11 NW Coaching Muriwai 
18 C Park Event Domain 
18 Rot CDOA OY 5 Crater Block 

AUG 1 SA Winter Forest Event Waiuku Forest 
8 NW OY 4 Sixteen Mile 
15 C Park Event Western Springs 
15 Ham CDOA OY 6 Patetonga 
29 C OY 5 Te Heke 

SEPT 5 Rot CDOA Champs Kaiangaroa 
12 SA Promotional Event 
19 WHO OY 6 New Map 
26 NW Promotional Karamatura 

OCT 3 SA OY 7 Waiuku Forest 
17 C AOA Relays Self's Farm 
22-24 NW National Champs North Woodhill 
30,31 SA Auckland Champs Waiuku 

NOV C Auck Primary School Champs 
13,14 Wellington Champs 
20,21 South Island Champs 

DEC 30+ APOC 

ANSWERS TO JUNE BRAINTEASERS 

Walking hand in hand 
An outside chance 
The great outdoors 
Behind the eight balls 
Delightful 

Long overdue 
Margin of error 
End to end 
Little league 
The big top 

Bigger and better 
Engagement ring 
Night shift 
Three wise cracked 
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